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Farmers stand "between the devil
and the deep sea in the present strug-
gle between capital and labor," says a
contributor to the National Stockman
and Farmer. "The -- farmer is an un-
happy third party, whose favor is
sought by both sides, but who cannot
choose because he belongs to neither.
He is alike prospective ally and pros-
pective goat. He is neither capitalist
nor laborer, yet a combination of the
two." It is roughly reckoned that
there are five farmers to every "organ-hie- d

laborer. The wide .divergence Of

the agricultural Interest from the in-

dustrial interest is commented upon by
the Minneapolis Journul, which says:

"Labor wants high wages and low
prices, while the farmers want low
wages and high prices. While neither

pose of this vexed and complex prob-
lem. The steps thus far taken by the

government In this direc-
tion have been intended only to meet
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x difficult job to get them on to the
same platform. Labor is doing its
best by agitation and strikes to make
everything the farmer1 boys cost him
more. Incidentally the things the far-
mer produces also costs moreBut just
liow the two classes could be induced
to pull together is something of a mys-tery- .J

he Joining of two great bodies of
voters in such a way is an alluring pro-;.3e-

But t will be. a pretty task, to get
the farmer and trie worklngman into
the same political boat They are not
going In the same direction.

, "There is another difficulty that Is
deeper. It is the relnctanca nf laren

things, .properties and land owned by the gov
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OO-Ii- O HAIR RESTORER
"A scientific process for developing
the natural color of the hair in a sim-
ilar manner to that of developing the
Photographic negative. It is posi-
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treatment for restoring color to
the hair in a mild, healthful manner.
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ash or rub off; has no sediment and
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